Known for its high concentration of dynamic glaciers and panoramic views, Prince William Sound’s deep fjords are protected by the towering mountains of the Chugach National Forest. Amid the dark–green spruce trees, sparkling waterfalls, and glaciers, this spectacular environment is also home to abundant wildlife.

26 GLACIER CRUISE
$159 Adults | $80 Child | +tax/fees
May 1 – Oct. 2, 2021 | 12:45 pm - 6:15 pm

See it all in one day! Cruise in comfort on high–speed catamarans to see dynamic glaciers up close in College Fjord and Blackstone Bay. Watch for adorable sea otters and harbor seals, Steller sea lions, Dall’s porpoise, mountain goats, black bears and migratory birds. 🐥 великій заліс

GLACIER QUEST CRUISE
$129 Adult | $65 Child | +tax/fees
May 22 – Sept. 13, 2021 | 1:00 pm - 4:45 pm

Incredibly close to glaciers! Blackstone Bay reveals a natural amphitheater carved by mighty glaciers and shimmering waterfalls cascading against the dark rock to the sea. Watch for adorable sea otters and harbor seals, mountain goats, and migratory birds.

Every cruise includes wild Alaska smoked salmon chowder. A vegetarian option or a kids’ meal may be selected during booking.